In the test: Nikon and Canon

The Nikon Z8 takes on the mighty legacy of a legendary DSLR. As a small version of Nikon’s mirrorless top model, the camera wants to make photographers wishfully happy. We tested it on a trip to Sweden and in the lab to see how well it succeeds. We also test the Canon EOS R8.

Underwater photography in streams and lakes

What could be more natural in hot summers than simply taking a dive? Preferably with your camera. Even in freshwater at home, you can discover a whole new world. Underwater photographer Claudia Weber-Gebert shows what is possible and what you should watch out for.

In monochrome instead of colour: Leica M11 and Pentax K-3 Mark III

Not only the price is challenging. The monochrome cameras from Pentax and Leica require a rethink: brightness and contrast dominate over colour. We took a closer look at the two special cameras.

Cameras and Smartphones on Microscope and Co.

Microscopes, spotting scopes and other optical instruments open up worlds of motifs that cannot be reached with normal cameras. But system cameras and smartphones can be adapted. We tested how complicated this is and when it is worth the effort.

Large tripods for on the go

A large camera tripod provides a stable platform for camera and lens. Depending on the situation and the ground, this can be crucial for high-quality photos. In addition to stability, a large tripod allows more flexibility in camera positioning, higher and more unusual perspectives and can also carry heavy camera equipment. We have tested various large tripods.
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